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Edit "Station log, stardate We have been honored with a visit by a delegation of Federation ambassadors on a
fact-finding mission to the wormhole. Fortunately, I have just the officer to take them off my hands. The
ambassadors pester him in every way imaginable; he cannot please them no matter how hard he tries. Their
conversation is interrupted as the fourth ambassador, Lwaxana Troi , cries out from the dabo table. Her
latinum hair brooch has been stolen. Quark claims his establishment is not responsible for lost or stolen items,
but the Betazoid seizes his lobe and demands that everyone in the room be strip-searched until her brooch is
found. Fortunately, chief of security Odo arrives and, after a few brief questions, glances around the bar and
apprehends a Dopterian pick-pocket who has it. With the help of Anara , he tries to operate it manually, but
continues to have trouble. The problem is so bad, he explains to Commander Sisko , that he is seriously
considering completely overhauling and replacing the computer, a procedure that would take around two to
three years to complete. Sisko allows him to do what he must. Just then, Bashir and the other three
ambassadors arrive in the turbolift , having insisted on seeing Ops. Commander Sisko is forced to make
conversation, but saved when a mysterious probe comes through the wormhole. The ambassadors interject a
bit during the analysis, as Lojal assumes Dax is only a young woman without the necessary experience and
Vadosia seems intent on being involved in what may be first contact with a new species. However, Bashir and
Sisko are able to stand them down. Sisko assures them there will be a briefing later. Meanwhile, Lwaxana
finds Odo in the security office and flirts heavily with him. She is fascinated by the idea of "being" with a
shapeshifter. However, the constable is visibly disquieted by her advances and pretends to have business to
which to attend, pretending to hear a com signal and leaves in a hurry. He suggests he handle the matter
"delicately. Intent on having a picnic with him, she says she will send for her picnic basket. He finally goes on
a rant about how different he is, but she ignores it. Dax attempts to beam them out with the Ops transporter ,
but something causes it to malfunction. Lwaxana happily says "alone at last. Odo begins to seriously
considering risking the exposed circuitâ€¦ In Ops, Bashir begs Commander Sisko to relieve him of his escort
duties. Sisko refuses, telling the young officer that he himself had to do the same and in fact Curzon took a
perverse pleasure in giving him the unwelcome duty of escorting important guestsâ€¦ until the day Ben
punched one of them for trying to force a young ensign into his quarters. Additionally, every time he leaves
Ops, a new problem comes up â€” as if the computer wants to keep him busy. Act Four Edit "Station log,
supplemental. Odo and Ambassador Troi remain trapped in turbolift four. Dax hypothesizes that the
information in the probe might be a type of sentient non-biological lifeform. However, Sisko and Kira realize
that it may be time for Odo to regenerate, meaning he will revert to his liquid state unless they can get him out
of the turbolift.
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